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LATQCD123 - RM123 collaboration

One nicer than the other one

[meeting at La Sapienza, 2019]

Main activity
Precision calculationsit in flavor physics and related topics
Non perturbative calculation of QCD hadronic matrix elements via Lattice simulations
Inclusion of radiative corrections (QED) and Isospin Breaking
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Lattice QCD

Simulate Quantum Chromodynamics on a Lattice of size L and spacing a
Take into account all non-perturbative effects
Start from the first principle of the theory
All systematics can be taken into account and reduced arbitrarily

Lattice QCD is though...

Simulation cost: [#points]k>1 =
[
(L/a)4

]k
(scales: a� 1/MH , L� 1/Mπ)
Early solution: #points = 44

Nowadays: #points = 483 × 96 ÷ 643 × 128

D physics: MD/Mπ ∼ 15, MJ/ψ/Mπ ∼ 22
B physics: MB/Mπ ∼ 40, MΥ/Mπ ∼ 70

Bilions of degrees of freedom to simulate!



Computational resources

Marconi
Supercomputer

at Cineca

Our Equipment (in 2019)
50M core hours per year allocated through INFN agreement (∼6k cores per year)
50M core hours more through European projects (PRACE) and national calls (ISCRA)
Custom simulation codes able to scale efficiently up to O (1000) cores

Our Equipment (in 2020)
35M CPU core hours + 75k GPU hours allocated through partial INFN agreement
Preliminary port to GPU finished, more generic code is being developed



Perturbative treatment of QED and δm = md −mu

Pioneering papers on QED Radiative corrections
“Isospin breaking effects due to the up-down mass difference in Lattice QCD”, [JHEP 1204 (2012)]

“Leading isospin breaking effects on the lattice”, [PRD87 (2013)]

A number of applications
“QED Corrections to Hadronic Processes in Lattice QCD”, [PRD91 (2015)]

“Finite-Volume QED Corrections to Decay Amplitudes in Lattice QCD”, [PRD95 (2017)]

“Leading isospin-breaking corrections to π, K and D meson masses with TM fermions”, [PRD95 (2017)]

“Strange and charm HVP contributions to (gµ−2) including QED corrections”, [JHEP 1710 (2017]

“First lattice calculation of the QED corrections to leptonic decay rates”, [PRL120 (2018)]

“EM and strong isospin-breaking corrections to the gµ−2 from Lattice QCD+QED”, [PRD99 (2019)]

“Light-meson leptonic decay rates in lattice QCD+QED”, [PRD100 (2019) 3, 034514]

“Extraction of multiple exponential signals from lattice correlation functions”, [PRD 100 (2019) 5, 054515]

“Ratios of the hadronic contributions to lepton g−2 from LQCD+QED simulations”, [arXiv:2003.12086]

“First lattice calculation of radiative leptonic decay rates of pseudoscalar mesons”, [arXiv: 2006.05358]

+ Contributions to several other papers within ETM collaboration

Future extensions
Radiative correction to Pion Semileptonic decay π+ → π0`+ν (γ)

Neutron beta decay n→ pe−ν (γ)

Heavy mesons
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QED Corrections to Lattice QCD

ISOSPIN BREAKING CORRECTION TO
MESON MASSES

PRD95 (2017)

QED CORRECTIONS TO LEADING
HADRONIC CONTRIB. (aµ) OF gµ − 2

PRD98 (2018), PRD99(2019)

QED CORRECTION TO DECAY RATE
PRL120 (2018), PRD (2019)

REAL PHOTON EMISSION FORM FACTOR
arXiv:2006.05358



...and more
AXION PHENOMENOLOGY

JHEP (2016, 2018)
NEW ALGORITHMS FOR LQCD

JHEP 1607 (2017)

SEMILEPTONIC DECAYS OF D MESON
PRD96 (2017), PRD98 (2018)

EXTRACTION OF MANY EXPONENTIALS
PRD100 (2019)


